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Cenveo Success Story
Dynamic Mail Communications for a
Travel and Leisure Market Leader
The Business Scenario
In a world saturated with digital content, direct mail programs can be one of today’s most effective
marketing methods—provided they are properly targeted and executed.
One example involves a global corporation in the travel and leisure industry. The company built its
business by marketing its cruises, recruiting new customers, and driving repeat business with a
steady stream of direct mail.
When the company began growing—rapidly—it decided to upgrade its direct mail operation. It
wanted to combine data sources, connect its systems, and unify its vendor model. The goal was to
develop a method to ensure all of its marketing promotions arrived on time, thereby increasing the
“take-up rate” on special offers. But it also wanted a system that was scalable, so the program could
grow easily along with the market.
In short, the company was looking for a dynamic mail solution.
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The Challenge
The Cenveo team immediately advised that the company needed a more tightly integrated execution model,
one that allowed it to track campaigns, spot problems, and smooth out any potential speed bumps.
Cenveo suggested using its technology platform, Kadena™. The platform would provide the transparency
needed to track and control the company’s mail programs at a detailed level from start to ﬁnish.

The Solution
The Cenveo team built a solution on Kadena’s powerful analytics module, K-Insight. With this module,
Cenveo could track all of the company’s direct mail promotions, representing tens of millions of dollars’
worth of marketing spend.
With K-Insight, Cenveo can:
• Track the exact day a marketing kit arrives at a particular customer’s address.
• Verify when items arrive in aggregate to specific blocks, areas, or regions—triggering prompt follow-up.
• Spot any distribution issues (and their causes) across the entire supply chain in near real-time.
• Resolve problems and prevent them from propagating through the program.
• Manage the company’s direct mail activity as an integral part of its customers’ journeys and boost
programs’ effectiveness with better targeted and personalized
messaging.
• XXX mail pieces
The company agreed, and soon saw a signiﬁcant increase in its
response rates. Equally important, it can now pinpoint the most
effective follow-up action for each mailing. And their new system is
entirely scalable.

• 1 Modules (K-Insight)
• YYY% increased response
• ZZZ cycle time savings

The Future
The company now relies on Cenveo for its highest value mail campaigns. More importantly, by using the
Kadena™ platform, the company has transformed its conventional direct mail activities into a dynamic mail
communications solution. It has saved time, cut costs, and boosted the return on its marketing
investment—thanks to Cenveo and Kadena™.
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If you’re ready to transform your print communications, contact Cenveo at
solutions@cenveokadena.com, or check out Kadena™ at: www.cenveokadena.com

